
   

The Manitoba Expedition Binocular Caddy 
from Gun City

by Sam the Trap Man

This bino caddy has all the bells and whistles! 

I have reviewed a sleek bino harness in a previous issue but 
sought a larger harness for bigger binoculars and additional 
storage space.

Here’s what I like about it:

● It’s big enough to fit some of the longer binoculars on the  
 market while retaining a somewhat sleek design.
● Attention to detail has been shown with the design, 
  including features such as an elasticated cleaning rag (I’m  
 always using mine on cameras, phones and binos and end  
 up losing them). The elasticated anchor string means it is  
 always on hand.
● The front pocket is large enough to hold your range finder, 
 a small knife, and seven rounds of ammunition. You don’t  
 need much else on an afternoon or morning hunt.
● The phone pocket at the back is firm but easy to get a phone  
 in and out of.
● The side mesh pockets can fit an inReach, lighters, snacks,  
 perfectly.
● Quality is consistently high throughout the entire unit with YKK zips, Duraflex clips and rugged fabric.
● The harness is comfortable and easy to get in and out of.
● There’s even a rain cover to keep your binos dry and stop them fogging up with moisture.

As far as a bino harness for all serious missions, when you want to have your entire toolkit within reach, this model is the absolute 
bee’s knees and built to last. It is ideal for roar hunting and recently I have been pairing it up with a 5-pocket bum bag to day hunt 
with and enjoying not needing to take a day pack. 
This bino caddy is well designed and highly functional, with everything exactly where you need it to be.
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